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CORNER DIAGRAM

DESCRIBE CORNER MONUMENT FOUND GCO 1879 SET POST 4 MND.
30" SNA, N.79°E, 62 LKS.
24" SNA, N.28°W, 81 LKS.

By Record M. WHITMORE, USEO, 3-27-52, Found the:

DESCRIBE BEARING TREES OR OTHER OFFICIAL ACCESSORIES FOUND

ORIGINAL POST AND SCRIBING ON ORIGINAL NE BT.
He scibed 2 NEW WITNESSES;
38" FORKED Top Fir, N.49°30'W, 21 LKS. Scribed ¼ SIBT.
44" DOUBLE Fir, S.70°E, 21 LKS. Scribed ¼ SIBT.

PHOTO IDENTIFICATION DATA

Obj. = Location:

Ident. By

Founf ORIG 3½ x 3½ x 16” POST WITH ½” SALV. PIPE
ALONGSIDE.

PLANE COORDINATE POSITION

State Zone

Found Whitmore's Bts with Healed Witness Face.

X

Paint red band and attach location tms on bt.

Y

Etab. By


Signature Title Division Headquarters Date

7100-52 (3/58)

3-10-72

 rewind

REWITNESS

I SET

"x" "x" Post N.W.

\Hat Section S. E.

NEW ACCESSORY:


COMMENTS:

WITHDRAWN. DENIES AS ANY WITNESS.

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

DATE:

- County corner tag affixed.